2009 enclave

The following chart shows the 18 most common problems for Buick Enclave. The number one
most common problem is related to the vehicle's steering with problems. The second most
common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling 38 problems. In our
research we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a
certain model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total
sales of the Buick Enclave in the United States are 38, units [1]. If the total number of problems
reported by Buick Enclave owners in the last 11 years is , and the age of the vehicle is 11, the
PPMY index can then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of
reliability comparison across Buick Enclave model year vehicles. The following chart shows the
number of problems reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Buick
Enclave in When making the decision between buying a new or used Buick Enclave, the
following table can be used to compare the Buick Enclave with the Buick Enclave from other
model years. Note that the number of problems reported for the Enclave is while the average
number of problems reported for the 13 model years of the Buick Enclave is Car Problems.
Table 1. Common problems of the Buick Enclave. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Buick Enclave
with other model years. Engine And Engine Cooling. Power Train. Electrical System. Vehicle
Speed Control. Electronic Stability Control. Air Bag. Service Brakes. Seat Belt. Other Fuel
System. Exterior Lighting. Unknown Or Other. Gasoline Fuel System. Switch Year: The full-size
luxury crossover has seating for eight and lots of cargo room while delivering 16 mpg city, 22
highway for all-wheel-drive models, according to EPA estimates although TheCarConnection.
The Enclave's interior is a combination of subdued, luxurious, and high-quality styling and
materials. The elegant exterior design was well received by consumers last year because Buick
retained the styling elements that made the Enclave a hit as a concept model a couple years
prior. The Enclave's retail price is surprisingly affordable for this type of vehicle, and the
crossover offers a host of standard equipment and an extensive warranty. The new 3. The V-6 is
mated to the Hydra-Matic 6T75 electronically controlled six-speed automatic transmission that
features automatic grade braking, shift stabilization, and precise shift control. The wide-ratio 6.
Initial acceleration is more than adequate, however, we've found that the transmission tends to
hunt for the right gear and the result can be jarring inside the cabin. Against other full-sizers,
the Enclave is more refined and a smoother ride with a quieter interior. It's also bigger. With a
standard third row and room for 7 or 8, depending on configuration, there's plenty of space
inside compared to others in its class. The third row is real; not just a gimmick for a billboard
number. Almost 19 cubic feet of cargo room lives behind the last row, and the Enclave can tow
up to 4, pounds when properly equipped. Relative to full-size truck-based SUVs, the Buick
Enclave should provide better safety for passengers, with standard front-seat side airbags,
full-length side-curtain airbags, and electronic stability control. The Enclave is among the
best-rated vehicles in crash tests, with top standings in all U. The Buick Enclave comes very
well equipped, with top CXL trims offering standard or optional a speaker Bose surround-sound
stereo to three-zone climate control, a power rear liftgate, a head-up display HUD , GPS, a
two-panel sunroof, and a backseat DVD entertainment system. New convenience features on the
Enclave model include heated and cooled driver and front-passenger seats, a Bluetooth
hands-free phone interface, XM NavTraffic, OnStar Destination Download, and two new exterior
colors: Quicksilver Metallic and Silver Green Metallic. Outside, it features a curvy body and
elegant styling, although we'd say that the D-pillar would look better in blackâ€”a way to help
visually separate the roof from the rest of the body. Inside the quiet cabin is shod with
high-quality materials and it is a revelation for Buick. MotherProof wrote much of the same,
calling the shape "lean. Car and Driver wrote that the shape is a more soothing design, and
BusinessWeek agrees by adding that the curvy contours, bold grille, and added chrome
enhance the Enclave's shape. Each GM full-size crossover in the portfolio now Saturn Outlook,
Chevrolet Traverse, and GMC Acadia were designed and build independently from each other,
although they all share running gear and suspension components. The Enclave's shape isn't
borrowed from any other car, however, and opens up a new era for design with rounded shapes,
soft and subtle cues, and elegant designâ€”inside and out. The interior of the Buick Enclave
suggests that it's from an earlier era of Buicks, according to the Auto Channel. They wrote that
the Enclave's interior, with analog clock in the dash, gave the Enclave an Art Deco feel. Motor
Trend noted that the Enclave's interior was a marked improvement and that its Coke-bottle,
organic exterior is inspired. The smooth-riding, nice-handling Buick Enclave leaves reviewers
wanting more from its engine. The Buick Enclave features a new 3. The direct-injection engine
runs on regular unleaded gasoline, and 90 percent of the engine's peak torque is available from
2, rpm to more than 6, rpm. The Enclave takes only 8 seconds to sprint up to 60 mph and The
Auto Channel called that good enough to be more than "adequate" for most drivers in daily
circumstances. BusinessWeek disagreed with that assessment, noting that after several

attempts it was hard to make the same run in the same time and saying that the Enclave didn't
compete with Japanese and German rivals. The V-6 is paired to a 6-speed automatic with
automatic grade braking. Edmunds, ConsumerGuide, and Cars. Motor Trend complained that
the heavy crossover made the 6-speed labor hard to launch out of tight turns, onto busy
freeways, or up hilly roads. The Enclave is standard with front-wheel drive, but available in
all-wheel drive, without much penalty on fuel economy ratings. About those ratings:
TheCarConnection. The all-wheel-drive version gets slightly lower mileage on the highway,
about 22 mpg, according to Cars. Edmunds noted that the overall average is around 16 mpg.
Like most Buicks, the Enclave is a smooth operator when in motion at freeway speeds.
According to Motor Trend, "The Enclave's ride is isolated, comfortable but with moderate roll.
Editors at TheCarConnection. ConsumerGuide noted the same, and an expanse of head and leg
room, and that getting in and out of the crossover is a "breeze. The Buick Encore has been
praised for being a quiet and roomy crossover. The Auto Channel noticed the effort that GM
designers made to keep the cabin quiet and comfortable, lauding the effort as "magnificent.
Kelley Blue Book wrote that the interior was "delightfully calm," and managed to quell most of
the noises that creep in during long drives. By the numbers, the Enclave has a leg up on some
of its competitors. Car and Driver laid out the dimensions, noting cubic feet behind the front row
with all the seats folded down, large enough to lay flat 4-by-8 foot sheets of plywood, or 19
cubic feet behind the third row with all three rows of seating in place. A few bad choices
regarding cabin materials remain the only black mark against the Buick Enclave. The interior is
inviting, Kelley Blue Book wrote, with a dashboard that's enhanced with wood applique, chrome
trim and high-quality materials all the way around. Motor Trend admired the wood and
leather-wrapped steering wheel, but noted that it didn't jibe with the hard plastics found on the
steering wheel hub. Some of they vinyl grains weren't top-shelf either, they wrote. The Buick
Enclave gets high scores in federal crash tests and features an arsenal of standard safety
equipment. According to Car and Driver, GM uses "high-strength steel for protection" of its
occupants, while Cars. Crash-test results for the Buick Enclave are about the best possible for
such a vehicle. Federal testers gave the big crossover five stars for front- and side-impact crash
protection, but only four stars for rollover protectionâ€”a common score for tall-riding SUVs.
The insurance-affiliated IIHS awards its top "good" rating in frontal offset, side-impact, and
seat-based rear-impact tests. Altogether from a crash-protection standpoint, that places the
Enclave among the best performers. The Buick Enclave is available in either front- or all-wheel
drive, and according to Kelley Blue Book, the AWD option is "engineered to enhance traction in
the more realistic conditions of wet or snowy roads," but is not appropriate for hard-core
off-roading. The Buick Enclave offers an impressive standard-feature set, at a price that's
competitively lowâ€”provided you keep the options down. New convenience features on the
Enclave model include heated and cooled driver and front-passenger seats, Bluetooth for
hands-free phone interface, XM NavTraffic, OnStar Destination Download, and two new exterior
colors: Quicksilver Metallic and Silver Green Metallic. Higher-end models of the Buick Enclave
offer or can be ordered with all the niceties, from a speaker Bose surround-sound stereo to
three-zone climate control, a power rear liftgate, a head-up display HUD , GPS, a two-panel
sunroof, and backseat DVD entertainment system. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo.
Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New
Enclave Encore. Envision Regal. Used Cascada Lacrosse. Lucerne Park Avenue. Rainier
Rendezvous. Terraza Verano. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory.
Likes Easier to live with than a full-size SUV Graceful styling Comfortable, opulent interior
Standard features galore Heated windshield included among other options. The Buick Enclave
takes American-made luxury crossovers into the realm where Lexus resides. Review continues
below. Used Buick Enclave for sale near change location. Continue Reading. Rate and Review
your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car
on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare
the Buick Enclave against the competition. Used Buick Enclave cars. Used Acura MDX cars.
Used Audi Q7 cars. Used Volvo XC90 cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo,
Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. CX FWD. Pictures Features Options Specs 3 trims already selected.
Major Features All Features. Major Options All Options. Hide Details Show Details. Body Style
Crossover. Engine 3. Seating 8. Drivetrain FWD. Featuring a valve, 3. Read More. It rides on a
Lambda platform with a four-wheel independent suspension. With a inch wheelbase, it seats
seven people, but eight can be accommodated with the optional second-row bench. The
second-row bucket seats can also be replaced with captain's chairs. Cargo capacity starts at
Exterior access is via a power liftgate. A roof rack is also standard. The extensive features list
includes power windows, locks, and heated mirrors, remote entry with programmable locks, a
6-way driver's and 2-way passenger seat, a trip computer, Bluetooth, wheel-mounted cruise and

audio controls, and intermittent front and rear wipers. Tilt and telescopic steering, six
cupholders two for each row , a compass and temperature gauge, a tachometer, and a security
system are also standard. Earning five stars in frontal and side impact tests four in rollovers ,
the Enclave CX offers standard traction and stability control, rollover mitigation, front and rear
stabilizer bars, 4-wheel disc and ABS brakes with electronic brakeforce distribution, and
dual-stage dual front side airbags with passenger sensors. Side curtain airbags for all three
rows are also standard. A tire monitor measures pressure in the inch alloy wheels with
all-season tires. OnStar, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, bi-xenon automatic headlights, and
foglights round out the package. Options add a rearview camera and navigation system, parking
sensors, remote start, a sunroof, folding mirrors, and a towing package. CX AWD. Reviews 1. No
additional major features. Drivetrain AWD. The system comes with a li The system comes with a
limited-slip center differential, but is not meant for real off-roading. This midsize crossover SUV
gets its power from a 3. A 6-speed shiftable automatic is the only transmission. Emphasis here
is on passenger comfort. Front- and second-row legroom numbers max out at 41 and 37 inches.
The SUV seats seven with second-row bucket seats, or eight with an optional bench. The
second row slides back and forth 3 inches and also flips up for access to the third row. Both
rear rows fold flat, expanding the Second-row passengers get their own climate control. The
cargo area features several compartments, a power liftgate, and an intermittent wiper. A roof
rack adds more storage space. A trial period of satellite radio is also standard. Leather
upholstery is complemented by the leather and wood interior trim. The requisite six cupholders,
security system, tilt and telescopic steering, tachometer, compass, and temperature readout are
also included. On the safety front, the Enclave CX AWD features 4-wheel disc and ABS brakes,
dual front-side and side curtain airbags for all rows, traction and stability control, front and rear
stabilizer bars, rollover mitigation, and inch alloy wheels with all-season tires. A tire monitor,
automatic xenon HID lamps, foglights, and an auto-dimming rearview mirror are all standard.
Available options include parking sensors and a camera, folding side mirrors, a navigation
system, remote start, and a sunroof. Reviews 6. Combining luxury and versatility, the CXL sits
at the top of the Buick Enclave's lineup of midsize crossovers. This front-wheel-drive SUV adds
plenty of comfort features, including This front-wheel-drive SUV adds plenty of comfort
features, including heated front seats, leather upholstery, 8-way and 4-way power front seats
with driver's memory settings, a garage opener, and four 12V power outlets in the first and
second rows. It also gets inch alloy wheels with all-season tires. Powering all this is a 3. It
comes paired with a 6-speed shiftable automatic. The Enclave CXL seats seven, with two rows
of reclining bucket seats and a third-row bench. A second-row bench is optional if you need to
fit eight passengers. Both rear rows fold flat, and the second row also flips and slides forward.
A power liftgate, rear window wiper, and roof rack are all standard. In addition to the comfort
upgrades, the Enclave has full power accessories, keyless entry, wheel-mounted cruise and
audio controls, front and rear climate control, heated mirrors, front intermittent wipers, a trip
computer, Bluetooth, a 6-speaker CD player with MP3 input jack, satellite radio, and tilt and
telescopic steering. Leather and real wood trim continue the luxury feel. On the dash sit a
tachometer, temperature gauge, and compass. Dual-stage dual front-side airbags offer
passenger deactivation. Side curtain airbags cover all rows. Traction and stability control,
rollover mitigation, 4-wheel disc and ABS brakes with electronic brakeforce distribution, and
front and rear stabilizer bars keep passengers safe. Other important safety equipment includes
xenon headlamps, foglights, automatic headlights, a tire monitor, and OnStar. You can boost
the safety profile by adding an optional rearview camera, parking sensors, and a navigation
system. Also available are remote start and a sunroof. Reviews 8. Along with a limited-slip
center differential, the AWD system gives this midsize crossov Along with a limited-slip center
differential, the AWD system gives this midsize crossover SUV more traction in tough driving
situations, but is not intended for off-road use. The 3. The crossover rides on a Macpherson
strut front and multilink rear suspension and gets larger inch alloy wheels with all-season tires.
Other upgrades from the CX AWD include leather upholstery, heated front seats, and more
power settings for the front seats 8-way and 4-way respectively. Driver's memory settings, a
garage opener, and four power outlets are also standard. These join the full power setup,
wheel-mounted cruise and audio controls, keyless programmable entry, front and rear wipers,
front and rear climate control, leather and mahogany trim, and power liftgate. The CD player
features satellite radio and an MP3 input jack. Bluetooth allows for hands-free phone use. A trip
computer, tachometer, temperature readout, and compass provide added information for the
driver. Remote start, a navigation system, and a sunroof are useful options. The Enclave CXL
AWD seats seven or eight in three rows, depending on whether you stick with the standard
second-row bucket seats or choose the optional bench. Captain's chairs are also available. The
second row flips and folds, reclines, and moves 3 inches back and forth for easier third-row

access. Both rear rows fold flat for up to cubic feet of cargo space. A standard roof rack adds
more capacity. Receiving five stars in all crash tests except rollover four stars , the Enclave CXL
AWD features traction and stability control, front and rear stabilizer bars, rollover mitigation,
and 4-wheel disc and ABS brakes. The dual-stage dual front-side airbags have passenger
sensors, and side curtain airbags are standard for all three rows. Automatic headlights with
xenon HID lamps light the way, supplemented by foglights and daytime running lights. An
auto-dimming rearview mirror, tire monitor, and OnStar are also standard. A rearview camera
and backup sensors can be added. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Compare Buick Enclave to Related Models. Select Year Axle ratio: 3. Exterior mirrors: power ,
integrated turn signals , heated , manual folding. Type: captains chairs. Roof rack color: black.
Seatbelt pretensioners: front. Kit: inflator kit , tire sealant. Steering ratio: Type: split bench.
Wheels: aluminum. Wheel spokes: 6. Rim type: alloy. Wheel spokes: Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Dealer contacted me via email and informed me the
car had no reverse gear. I was ready to buy. Best place to buy a used vehicle people there tell it
like it is I will recomand this dealership to everbody I know. The dealer was very helpful in
telling me about the truck unfortunately I did not buy at this time. Although we did not buy the
car we originally went to look at, we bought a different Mazda. Great dealer to work with, casual
but professional and our daughter is very happy with her new ride! Thanks again Sands Auto
Sales. Great to work with. Answered all my questions about the car and even after in purchased
it. Excellent experience. In and out. They made everything happen though. Fair value on my
trade as well. I had submitted a question and Don Yancy got back to me right away. I ended up
buying the SUV and was very happy about the process. We set up an appointment for me to
come look at the car and in about an hour I did the test drive, the paperwork was done, it was
paid for and it was mine. Very helpful. Spent quality time with me. Helped educate me in areas
that were new to me. They responded very quick and stayed in touch till the very end. I would
recommend them to all. Family Auto Sales was responsive to my questions. Staff were friendly
and easy to work with. We drove up from Knoxville to see the car, and ended up taking it home
with us. Overall, a great car buying experience. Affordable, reliable vehicles. Great response
team for online buyers Delivery available. I was very impressed with everyone I spoke to all over
the phone at Younker. Would recommend Alisa H to anyone looking for a car. The Buick
Enclave receives a much-needed increase in power for , in the form of a new V6 engine, and
continues to offer a smooth, sedan-like ride, a noticeably quiet cabin, and expansive cargo
space, making it an ideal family vehicle. The Enclave's pricetag can be steep for some, although
it's more affordable than competitive vehicles, and some would like to see better fuel economy,
perhaps with a hybrid or flex-fuel engine, neither of which are currently available in the Enclave.
Thanks to its many attributes, including a number of upscale amenities, the Buick Enclave
offers a good value for drivers seeking a luxury crossover vehicle. Although some drivers have
noted isolated build quality problems, the Enclave's smooth ride, quiet interior, numerous
safety features, and expansive cargo space make it a good choice for families seeking a
well-appointed crossover vehicle from a domestic automaker. Buick's upscale Enclave
crossover vehicle receives a bump in power for , as well as a few new features, including
standard Bluetooth and optional heated and cooled seats. Buick also adds a rear-view camera
to the optional Driver Confidence package. Now in its third year, the four-door Enclave sports
aerodynamic exterior sedan-like lines and a well-equipped interior designed to appeal to
younger drivers, and offers a domestic alternative to competitive crossover vehicles from
foreign automakers such as Lexus, BMW, and Audi. Distinctive exterior elements include the
black chrome waterfall grille, signature portholes along the sides of the hood, and
three-dimensional multi-lens taillights. Inside, the Enclave offers a good mix of comfortable
seating, technological advances, and interior space. It excels in a number of areas, including its
smooth ride, interior quietness, and cargo capacity. Both trims are available in front-wheel-drive
or all-wheel-drive configuration. The luxury crossover vehicle can seat up to seven passengers
in three rows, including front bucket seats, second-row captain's chairs, and a third-row bench
seat that can accommodate three adults. With an optional second-row bench seat, the Enclave
will seat eight passengers. Cargo space expands from just over 23 cubic feet with all three rows
of seating in place to cubic feet with the second- and third-row seats folded down. The
Enclave's new 3. The new engine also delivers lb-ft of torque, which moves the heavy Enclave
along at a better pace than the engine it replaces. With an optional Trailering Provision Package,
the Enclave can tow up to 4, pounds. The engine links to a six-speed automatic transmission
designed to deliver smooth, efficient shifting. The transmission comes equipped with automatic
grade shift logic, which senses when you're driving downhill and automatically shifts into a
lower gear. This feature proves especially helpful, Buick notes, when you're towing a heavy
load. Fuel economy remains a sore spot with the Enclave, though it doesn't fare quite as badly

as some of its competitors. The Enclave runs on regular gas. Although the Enclave shares its
platform with both the Saturn Outlook and the GMC Acadia, Buick considers it to be the
premium vehicle among the three. That's reflected in its four-wheel independent suspension,
which Buick refers to as Premium Ride. The sedan-like suspension delivers a smooth, gliding
ride that has received high marks from drivers and reviewers. The Enclave handles well in tight
curves, with responsive steering and a minimum of body roll. Seating comfort and cargo space
remain two of the Enclave's best features. Drivers and second-row passengers in particular can
travel long distances in relative comfort. The comfort quotient in the third-row seat drops a
notch, though taller passengers will find adequate legroom in the rear seat. The Enclave's
configurable cabin, with second- and third-row seats that easily fold away thanks to the Smart
Slide feature, can accommodate just about any type of cargo. A cargo storage area under the
rear floor, as well as numerous cubbies, provides additional storage space. All trims include a
power liftgate as standard equipment, which makes it easy to access the rear cargo area. CX
trims ride on inch aluminum wheels, while CXL trims bump that up to inch chrome-plated
aluminum wheels. Drivers should note that the CX trims come with a tire inflation kit in place of
a compact spare, which comes standard on the CXL. The Enclave's cabin has an upscale feel,
thanks in part to its art deco design, evident especially in the center dash with its quartz analog
clock. Standard features include tri-zone climate control, which keeps passengers in all three
rows comfortable, and a leather-wrapped, mahogany-accented multifunction steering wheel.
Buick's Quiet Process system blocks and absorbs exterior noise to ensure a quiet cabin. CX
trims come standard with deluxe cloth upholstery seats, while CXL trims pamper occupants
with leather seats that are heated in front. Buick offers heated and cooled seats in the CXL as a
new option for The front seats in all Enclave trims are power-adjustable, with varying levels of
adjustment depending on the trim. The Enclave received the highest possible score of five out
of five in the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's front and side crash tests. Buick
has equipped the Enclave with what it calls a degree safety system. Among the Enclave's many
safety features are six standard airbags, including dual-stage front airbags, side-impact airbags
for the driver and passengers, and head-curtain side-impact airbags that help protect
passengers in the second- and third-row seats. The Enclave comes standard with StabiliTrak,
which reduces the chance of a rollover and helps drivers maintain control of the vehicle in
slippery or wet driving conditions by applying brakes and controlling the engine throttle as
needed. Four-wheel antilock brakes, daytime running lights, and a tire pressure monitor are
among the Enclave's other standard safety features. Owners like the Enclave's smooth ride,
quiet cabin, and ability to seat up to eight passengers. Many call it an ideal family car, thanks in
part to its safety features. The Enclave's exterior styling also gets high marks from owners. In
addition, drivers like the standard Bluetooth and optional navigation system. On the downside,
many drivers find fault with the Enclave's fuel economy, and some recommend the
front-wheel-drive trims over the all-wheel-drive trims for that reason. Some report build quality
problems with the Enclave. Others suggest a V8 or flex-fuel engine, neither of which are
currently available with the Enclave. CarGurus drivers echo many of those sentiments. One
owner finds the Enclave expensive but worth the price, and especially likes the Enclave's
quietness. Another raves about the Enclave's smooth ride. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Buick
Enclave listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized
Buick Dealer. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History.
Vehicle Listing Details. Please call for details ! Vehicle information is based off standard
equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific
information. This offer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any other.
Hyman Bros. We can ship this vehicle to you. We are highly experienced in selling cars out of
state and make the process simple and quick. We have been in business since and have
maintained a perfect reputation! Please call to speak with a sales consultant or go to Odometer
is miles below market average! Ask about our Free Oil for Life Program! See more at This
vehicle is AS IS. NO Warranty Forever. This Buick Enclave CXL includes a top-notch rear air
conditioning, remote starter, a leather interior, dual climate control, stability control, traction

control, a MP3 player, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, and side air bag system. If you're ready to
switch up your aesthetic, this car is just what you need. Its timeless quicksilver metallic exterior
pairs well with the lt. This safe and reliable vehicle has a crash test rating of 5 out of 5 stars!
This is the vehicle for you! Give us a call today and don't let it slip away! Best of all the price
you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so
good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. With exceptional power, towing and handling, this SUV can handle anything
thrown at it. This Buick Enclave has such low mileage it has been parked more than driven.
More information about the Buick Enclave:One of the Enclave's strengths is that it's sized
closer to mid-size SUVs, yet its interior makes great use of the space, to accommodate up to
eight, with space that rivals full-size SUVs like the Suburban or Expedition. Factor in a nice,
controlled ride and crisp, carlike handling, an extensive list of standard features, and top-notch
safety and the Enclave is an often-overlooked alternative for families and deserves a look.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. For a smoother ride, opt for
this Buick Enclave 4DR with a rear air conditioning, dual climate control, stability control,
traction control, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag system, and airbag deactivation. It
comes with a 6 Cylinder engine. Don't skimp on safety. Rest easy with a 5 out of 5 star crash
test rating. Rocking a suave dk. Come see us today and see this one in person! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 3, Engine Type Gas 3, Cylinders 6 cylinders 3, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are
You Getting a Good Deal? Know The Deal. No accidents. New Listing. Close Hyman Bros.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I purchased my used Enclave
approx. Carfax report looked good and a friend of mine had one and loved it. I have loved and
sang praises of my new car! I traded my Yukon XL for this car to save on gas and loved the
downsize and savings. Since I purchased my Yukon brand new and never had issues, I opted
out of the extended warranty on this car thinking I wouldn't have issues either. Boy was I
wrong! Within a month one of the coil packs went out but it was replaced at no charge under
dealership 30 day warranty. Six months later I started having transmission problems and my
transmission needed to be replaced. Within two weeks of it being replaced started having other
trouble and had to replace the throttle body. Since then I have had to replace every coil pack,
the timing chain and everytime I get it fixed months later there are more problems. Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. The new Buick Enclave picks up where the outgoing model left off. Able to
provide a quiet and comfortable environment for its occupants and deliver a sm As much as the
big and small ends of the SUV spectrum have made waves in the industry in recent years, the
midsize SUV segment remains a leading choice for c The Buick Enclave is all-new for and with it
comes the arrival of the Avenir trim, a new level of luxury for Buick that the manufacturer hopes
will incr Favourite added temporarily. To add it to your profile, you will need to sign in. New
Cars. Year Submodel Base. Suspension and Steering. Front Suspension. Independent front
suspension. Front Tires. Power Steering. Speed-sensitive power rack-and-pinion steering. Rear
Suspension. Independent rear suspension. Spare Tire. Compact spare tire. Tire Pressure
Monitoring System. Turning Circle. Wheel Type Option. Wheel Type. All-wheel drive. Stability
Control. Traction Control. Cargo Capacity. Curb Weight. Front Headroom. Front Legroom. Fuel
Tank Capacity. Gross Vehicle Weight. Max Trailer Weight. Maximum Cargo Capacity. Rear
Headroom. Rear Legroom. Comfort and Convenience. Air Conditionning. Dual-zone automatic
climate control. Fixed antenna. Bluetooth Wireless Technology. Cargo Cover Option. Cargo Net
Option. Cargo area net. Cargo Organizer. Underfloor cargo area organizer. Communication
System. OnStar communication system with turn-by-turn navigation and 1-year service. Cruise
Control. Driver Vanity Mirror. Driver-side illuminated vanity mirror. Engine Block Heater Option.
Front Wipers. Intermittent windshield wipers. Universal garage-door opener. Heated Washer
Nozzle Option. Heated windshield washer fluid. Illuminated Entry. Illuminated entry with
fade-out. Navigation System Option. Navigation system with touch-screen and XM NavTraffic
with 3-month subscription. Number of Speakers. Passenger Vanity Mirror. Front passenger-side
illuminated vanity mirror. Power Door Locks. Power Outlet. Power Windows. Premium Sound
System. Bose premium sound system. Premium Sound System Option. Advanced Bose 5.
Reading Light. Front and 2nd-row reading lights. Rear Air Conditionning. Rear-seat automatic
climate control. Rear View Mirror. Rear Wipers. Intermittent rear window wiper. Remote Audio
Controls. Steering wheel-mounted audio controls. Remote Keyless Entry. Remote Starter.
Remote engine starter. Single CD Option. Single CD. Special Feature Option. XM NavTraffic with
3-month subscription. Special Feature. XM satellite radio with 3-month subscription. Rear-seat

audio controls and 2 headphone jacks. Special Features Option. Cargo area mat. Steering Wheel
Adjustment. Power tilt and telescopic steering wheel. Trunk Light. Cargo area light.
Power-opening tailgate. Voice Recognition System Option. Exterior Details. Door Handles.
Chrome door handles. Exterior Decoration. Chrome exhaust tips. Exterior Folding Mirrors.
Power-folding outside mirrors. Exterior Mirror Colour. Body-color outside mirrors.
Auto-dimming driver's side outside mirror. Front Fog Lights. Fog lights. Headlight Type. Xenon
headlights. AdaptiveHeadlights Option. Adaptive swivelling headlights. Heated Exterior Mirrors.
Heated outside mirrors. Power Exterior Mirrors. Power-adjustable outside mirrors with
integrated turn signals. Privacy Glass. Rear privacy glass. Rear Spoiler. Rear Window Defroster.
Roof Rack. Brushed aluminium roof rails. Roof Rack Option. Roof rack cross bars. Running
Boards Option. Body-color running boards. Sunroof Option. Tinted Glass. Interior Details.
Digital clock. Driver Info Center. Driver information center. Sliding 2nd-row seats. Floor
Console. Floor Covering. Carpet floor covering. Floor Mats. Front and rear floor mats. Folding
3rd Row Seats. Folding Rear Seats Option. Front Center Armrest. Front center armrest with
storage. Climate Option. Climate front seats. Driver's seat power lumbar support. Bucket front
seats. Heated front seats. Front passenger's seat power lumbar support. Instrumentation Type.
Digital and analog instrumentation. Maintenance Interval Reminder. Maintenance reminder
system. Number of Cup Holders. Outside Temperature Gauge. Outside temperature display.
Rear Center Armrest Option. Rear Seat Type. Seat Trim. Perforated leather seats. Steering
Wheel Trim. Leather-wrapped steering wheel with wood trim. Exterior Colours. Cocoa Metallic.
Dark Crimson Metallic. Gold Mist Metallic. Ming Blue Metallic. Red Jewel Tintcoat. Sil
2001 expedition seat covers
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ver Green Metallic. White Diamond Tricoat. White Opal. Interior Colours. Dark Titanium.
Anti-Lock Brakes. Anti-lock brakes. Anti-Theft Alarm. Alarm system. Brake Type. Child Seat
Anchor. LATCH child seat anchors. Child-proof Locks. Rear-door child safety locks. Driver
Airbag. Driver-side front airbag. Front Seat Belts. Height adjustable. Ignition Disable.
Theft-deterrent engine immobilizer. Parking Distance Sensor. Rear park distance sensor.
Passenger Airbag. Passenger-side front airbag. Rear View Camera. Rear view camera. Roof Side
Curtain. Side-curtain airbags. Side Airbag. Front side airbags. Road Tests and Reviews. Be the
first to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving Dynamics. General Appreciation. I want
my review to be anonymous. Forgot your password? Click here. Please login to submit your
evaluation. Review Highlights. You May Also Like. More Articles. Leasing Financing. No Images
available. Successful Operation Favourite added temporarily. Choose 12 24 36 48 60 72 84

